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ESL ADULT LITERACY

A new use for dialogues
by jack widwinwigfieldfieldaleid

instruction in ESL adult literacy is an izediced but there are good reasons for having
important but neglected area of ESL pro-
grams

students drill the literacy dialogue to the
wigfield 1976 indeed many point of memorization but memorization of

people in the world are just beginning to a visual symbol and its meaning in this in-
stancerealize the importance of literacy for any and whereas a new dialogue might

group migrating to a literate industrialized be presented only orally to an ao class it
country I11 while auraloralauraloral skills have prior-
ity

is important that the literacy class see the
literate societies expect and sometimes dialogue to hear the relationship between

require literacy for citizenship attainment what the words look like and what they
job advancement and civic participation sound like after all the common calif-

orniaand often a social stigma accompanies expression wine cha go is a far cry
illiteracy from its written form why dont you go

the rationale for a dialogue in a literacy
many ESL students are literate and are class is different too the dialogue intro-

ducesable to transfer their skills to english with the content of the whole lesson the
a certain amount of effort as their ao skills dialogue based on the california drivers
develop their reading and writing skills do manual presented below leads intinto

i

0 a prose
likewise but there are a number of students passage and then a clozealoze passage which con-

tinuewho are either illiterate in their own lang-
uage

the discussion of the illegality of
or who come from languages with littering and the fire hazard of cigarettes

writing systems so different from english literacy instruction doesnt interfere
that there is little to transfer in addition with or lessen the importance of teaching
the of the direction of theuse space or pronunciation arab students with a three
writing or the point of entry for eye move-
ment

vowel system spell yes as yusyayass for obvious
in the students written system can reasons and hatch 1973 has a good deal

cause severe interference problems of sophisticated evidence that as we have
more day to day experiential evidence pho-
neticfor the past several years alemany adult interference does hinder reading thecenter in san francisco has been giving in-

struction
muchdialogue gives us a more practical way

st in ESL adult literacy and for the thanto get at pronunciation working on a
past two years we have tried to look into prose passage or individual words some
the whole area in more detail since we bedialogues can constructed with this in
found material written for ESLno literacy mind in early lessons for example
we have developed our own one feature of
that material is a dialogue 1 whats your name

2 jack
the use of a dialogue in a literacy class is 1 hack

different from that for an ao class dial-
ogues

2 no jack
in ao classes should never be memordemor 1 chack

2 no jack
1 literacy discussion 1971 24 autumn 1 spell it

this the of 2 J A C Kissue is devoted to problem
learning a second language in indus-
trialized

1 oh jack
countries most of the articles 2 right

deal with european countries but many students tend to read everything in
canada and the US are treated as a monotone or with citation intonation
well the situation in 1971 was dismal dialogues give us a chance to work on mini-

malindeed for second language literacy tone differences for example
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1111 went downtown 1lwhylahywhy
2 where rising tone for repetition 2 im full
1 downtown 1 how about
2 where falling tone for new informa-

tion
dessert

2 im hungry again
1 to macys
2211 see or take this ESL dialogue from one we

another task in the lesson is a note be-
ginning

developed from the california drivers man-
ualstudents copy an example eight or

so weeks later they expand one and finally ESL ESL LITERACY
they write one of their own the dialogue
provides sentences which some students can 1 where can I1 put 1 where can I1 put
simply copy in the middle stage to expand a this cigarette butt this
note for example consider this note accom-
panying

2 the ash tray is 2 your cigarette
a sample dialogue below full throw it out 1 right

the window 2 in the ash tray61576 1 thats illegal 1 its fullfunfulifud
2 really 2 out the window

dear jack
1 sure its a fire 1 thats illegal

in california dont throw your hazard and its 2 eat it
the window becausecigarette out littering 1 very funny

regards
2 give one person in the dialogue an ex-

tremelystudents can refer to the dialogue and easy task literacy classes show
simply copy thats illegal more advanced greater individual differences than ordinary
students might write something original ESL classes literacy classes are non graded

dialogues for a literacy class are some-
what

that is we enroll students who have learned
different from those for ao classes some english in the community and come to

starting with the set of guidelines in emilio school only for literacy and students who
cortezscortees article in the TESL reporter last have lived in the community for many years
year and the examples which he included and now either due to retirement or because
we can expand the guidelines for ESL lit-
eracy

their families are old enough to be indepen-
dentto include the following have returned to school to learn to
read and write and we get monolingual stu-
dents1 stress brevity and simplicity taking right off the plane the rate of

cortezscortees first example keeping in mind that achievement also varies but we want to
he wrote it for children we can illustrate the keep all these disparities working together
changes we suggest for ESL literacy and its possible by making the reading task

different for the two readersCORTEZ ESL LITERACY

1 be sure you 1 finish eating references
finish eating 2 1I cant

2 1I cant im full 1 why hatch evelyn 1971 research on reading
1 1I guess youre 2 im full a second language workpapersWorkpapers in

too full for 1 are you too teaching english as a second language
dessert full for des UCLA 7 june

2 1I just got sert
hungry again 2 no wigfield jack 1974 conversations and

1 you just got dialogues TESL reporter 818 1 fall
hungry again wigfield jack 1974 ESL adult literacy2 right paper presented at the national TESOLor convention new york to be published

in the c4tesolcateGATESOL occasional papers
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